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the general outline:

• hierarchical structure formation growth of large-scale 
structure with ΛCDM cosmology

• bridging theory (DM haloes) and observations (galaxies)

• results: utility of mark clustering statistics

• results: evolving luminosity and color-dependent clustering

• work-in-progress: modeling stellar mass and SFR-dependent 
clustering, inferring the halo-galaxy connection at 0<z<1

Skibba, Sheth, Croton, et al. 2013, MNRAS, 429, 458
Skibba, Smith, Coil, et al., 2014, ApJ, 784, 128

Skibba et al., in preparation



Some questions to explore:

How do galaxy formation 
and evolution depend on a 
galaxy’s small or large-scale 
environment in the cosmic 
web?

How are galaxies affected 
by the dark matter haloes 
that host them (and vice 
versa)?  



Springel et al. (2005)

Skibba et al. (2013)

haloes in Millennium (Springel+ 2005)

galaxies in SDSS-like mock catalog

Growth of Large-Scale Structure: haloes vs galaxies

galaxies in SDSS (courtesy: M. Blanton)



environmental correlations: color

different methods: clustering statistics, local density estimators, 
group & cluster catalogs, density field reconstruction, void statistics, 
weak and strong lensing, satellite kinematics, etc.

low-redshift galaxies

Blanton & Berlind (2007)

z~1 galaxies

Cooper et al. (2006)
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environmental correlations: color

galaxy clustering can quantify environmental correlations

redder galaxies tend to be more strongly clustered than bluer ones

color-dependent clustering at z~0 and at z~1

Zehavi et al. (2011) Coil et al. (2008)
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Mark correlation functions: introduction

Environmental dependence of 
galaxy properties described 

by marked clustering statistics:

Galaxy clustering described by:
single halo + separate halo terms

ξ(r) ≡ ξ1halo(r) + ξ2halo(r)

M(r) ≡ 1 + W (r)
1 + ξ(r)

see Skibba et al. (2006, 2009, 2012, 2013, refs therein)



Applications of rank-ordered mark CFs
shows an important application of rank ordering, which 
removes the dependence on mark distributions

allows for simple interpretation: FA densities sensitive to 
large scales (rp >1 Mpc/h), and NN to small scales

density mark 
correlation functions

NN
FA



Results: rank-ordered luminosity and color MCFs

another app.: rank-ordered mark CFs (right) demonstrate 
that color is better tracer of environment than is luminosity

luminosity & color MCFs rank-ordered luminosity & color MCFs

Skibba et al. (2013)



Galaxy Environment Project



“Halo Mass Reconstruction Comparison”



recovered vs “true” halo mass



Galaxy clustering in the PRIMUS survey

PRIMUS (Coil et al. 2011) survey of seven independent 
fields, from which we construct volume-limited 
catalogs at 0.2<z<1.0 (complementary to VIPERS)



Luminosity dependent clustering

(mean) luminosity-dependent clustering L-dependent high-z clustering



Clustering strength and bias

clustering length and slope galaxy bias
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Skibba et al. (2014)



Color dependent clustering

PRIMUS model (mock)
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Large-scale clustering evolution

evolving bias vs passive evolution

passive evol: large-scale clustering 
follows linear growth factor D(z):



Cosmic variance

field-to-field variation: high-zfield-to-field variation: low-z

COSMOS



mark clustering evolution in PRIMUS

SDSS (low-z) vs PRIMUS (0.2<z<0.8) 
rank-ordered mark CFs:

non-evolution of these mark CFs 
imply not much evolution of L-Mhalo 

and C-Mhalo relations since (z~1)

Skibba et al. (2014)



preliminary results: halo models vs 
clustering measurements

modeling yields evidence of slightly evolving M*-Mhalo (& L-Mhalo) relation?

constraining M*-Mhalo evolution constraining L-Mhalo evolution



work-in-progress: evolving peak/pivot mass

efficient galaxy formation at transition stellar/halo mass

Leauthaud et 
al. (2012)

Martinez-Manso+ (2014)

note: evolving M1/Mmin (satellite 
formation efficiency) is ~10-20 for galaxies 

but ~90 for subhaloes (Skibba+ 2007)!
and gap widens at higher z?



central & satellite quenched fraction
mass & redshift-dependent quenched fraction: a critical constraint on models

Cohn & White (2013)

Tinker et al. (2013)



models of color and SFR-dependent clustering

similar color vs SFR-dependent trends and model constraints:

Hearin et al. (2013); Watson et al. (2014); Watson, Skibba, Hearin (in prep.)

success of age-
matching model: 

implications for 
assembly bias?



Conclusions

• mark clustering statistics are powerful tools, very sensitive 
to environmental correlations; rank-ordered mark stats allow 
for direct comparisons, with many applications

• current work: detailed halo modeling galaxy clustering 
evolution and dependence on stellar mass and star formation 

• new constraints (with abundances AND spatial clustering)
on halo models, SHAMs, and SAMs:  work in progress by 
me, Doug Watson, Andrew Hearin, Peter Behroozi, others...

• ‘cosmic variance’ can be significant source of uncertainty in 
clustering measurements, even for large-volume catalogs

• person opinions: a realistic model MUST produce realistic LSS of 
galaxies; mark clustering statistics are the best probes of LSS and tools 
for testing models and simulations; and use PRIMUS constraints on 
clustering evolution―much better than COSMOS or DEEP2!


